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Miniature Clock Food Mixer
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Short Description

A delightful, retro inspired die-cast cream miniature food mixer clock from Wm Widdop. With superb
attention to detail this makes a wonderful gift for the desk of a friend or loved one with a passion for baking
or cooking. Complete with movable mixing components. Features a white arabic dial, black spade hands and
chrome effect bezel. Established in 1883, William Widdop is our flagship brand, named after our founder who
was a clockmaker and jeweller based in the Yorkshire town of Brighouse. With a strong focus on family
traditions, we continue to manufacture classic clocks as well as producing new & innovative designs. Wm
Widdop clocks are famed for their history, longevity and timeless style which remains steadfast in the range
today. Manufactured with unrivalled quality for those who will cherish their traditional timepieces for many
years to come.

Description

A delightful, retro inspired die-cast cream miniature food mixer clock from Wm Widdop. With superb
attention to detail this makes a wonderful gift for the desk of a friend or loved one with a passion for baking
or cooking. Complete with movable mixing components. Features a white arabic dial, black spade hands and
chrome effect bezel. Established in 1883, William Widdop is our flagship brand, named after our founder who
was a clockmaker and jeweller based in the Yorkshire town of Brighouse. With a strong focus on family
traditions, we continue to manufacture classic clocks as well as producing new & innovative designs. Wm
Widdop clocks are famed for their history, longevity and timeless style which remains steadfast in the range
today. Manufactured with unrivalled quality for those who will cherish their traditional timepieces for many
years to come.

Additional Information

Brand Widdop

Size : Width 7.3cm

Size : Height 8cm

Size : Depth 4.5cm
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